Abstract: The paper presents an optimal control component to enhance the comfort achieveable by an existing reference model based controller. The basic controller concept controls a hybrid suspension system by emulating a timevarying damping and stiffness between wheel and chassis, resulting in significant improvements in comfort and safety compared to a passive suspension. It is extended by an optimal control strategy to increase its performance when passing single excitations critical for suspension deflection. The optimal control component uses offline calculated optimal control solutions for the actual vehicle states to react at an early stage of the compression movement leading to a smoother and lower chassis acceleration when passing critical excitations. The presented additional disturbance compensation uses information about the road excitation to beneficially influence the wheel movement. The feedforward filter influences the wheel dynamics such that a significant reduction of wheel load deviations is reached while additionally reducing chassis acceleration.
INTRODUCTION
Vehicle suspension systems have been and still are one of the main focuses of automobile development, as they are essentially responsible for ride comfort and active safety. The major challenge is to ease the existing conflict between the aims of good ride comfort, high ride safety and keeping suspension deflection within constructional limits.
Vehicle suspensions should isolate passengers from road induced vibrations and keep the tires in consistent contact with the road. The objective of ride comfort can be quantified in chassis acceleration rms-values 1 , while the safety issue can be expressed as minimal wheel load deviations from the static wheel load, Mitschke and Wallentowitz (2004) . As shown in Figure 1 both aims cannot be solved in an optimal way at the same time by passive suspensions: The point of minimum wheel load deviations refers to a clearly different configuration of damping coefficient d c and spring stiffness c c than the point of minimum chassis acceleration. The variation of damping ( fig. 1 , semi-active) offers some margin to adapt between more safety or more comfort depending on the driver's preference or the actual road excitation and vehicle states, but the potential range of variation in comfort is small due to the fact that an alteration of damping with fixed spring stiffness does not enable a movement along the pareto optimal curve. Alternating damping and stiffness ratio ( fig. 1 , active) instead offers a huge potential of adapting between safety and comfort-oriented vehicle dynamics along the pareto opti-
mum. The idea of emulating a timevarying spring stiffness and damping ratio adapted along the pareto optimal curve has been used for the reference model based controller introduced in Koch et al. (2010) . Fully active actuators have not yet made their way into series production or near-series research of cars as their high bandwidth demands -a cut-off frequency more than 20 Hz is needed (e.g. Mitschke and Wallentowitz (2004) ) -in combination with high force demands are coupled with high production costs and power consumption. In this paper a hardware configuration, consisting of a low bandwidth actuator in series to the passive spring and a continously variable damper, is discussed. The potential of the used actuator configuration, called hybrid suspension, has been proved generally in Koch et al. (2008b) and especially for the reference model based controller in Koch et al. (2010) .
The controller concept is based on a passive reference model with timevarying stiffness and damping. By adaption with fast and slow reacting algorithms the basic controller can already provide good ride comfort on rough and smooth roads, but single events can still lead to less comfortable results compared to a passive suspension as the fast adaption logic can only react to imminent constraint violations. By monitoring vehicle states the optimal control component can act at an early stage with smoother and less control force, thus reducing and smoothening the occuring chassis acceleration.
Neglecting the constraint of the suspension deflection limits, chassis accelerations can be theoratically reduced towards zero by consequently lowering suspension stiffness and damping coefficient. In contrast, even with highly damped passive suspension configurations the reduction of dynamic wheel load deviations is limited. Therefore the need of an additional control component arises to achieve a further reduction of wheel load deviations. Using sensor information of the road excitation, wheel load deviations can be reduced, yet not at the expense of comfort, but with a further reduction of chassis accelerations.
The paper is structured into 6 sections: In section 2 the model of the suspension system and the basic controller is presented. The control component and its results are discussed in section 3 followed by the presentation of the disturbance compensation and its potential in section 4. After a short stability consideration in section 5, the paper is concluded in the last section.
MODEL AND BASIC CONTROLLER

Model
Considering only the vertical movement of chassis and wheel mass, quarter-car models are suitable and widely used when analyzing dynamics up to 25 Hz. Up to this frequency vibration is mainly influenced by spring and damper behaviour. Figure 2 shows quarter-car models of a fully active suspension in comparison with the considered hybrid suspension and the reference model of the implemented control strategy. The model of the passive suspension results from the fully active suspension model if the control force vanishes (F (t) = 0). The state-vector x and the output vector y are introduced as
where F dyn = c w (z g − z w ) denotes the dynamic wheel load. With the deflection of the actuator as control input u hy (t) = z c (t) − z act (t) and the semi-active damper u cvd (t) = F d (t) as well as the disturbance input u d (t) = z g (t), the quarter-car model of the hybrid vehicle suspension system can be expressed as a fourth order state space model in the forṁ
For detailed simulation results and computation of the reference model based control force the model is extended by some nonlinearities (see Koch et al. (2010) ). Wheel damping is modelled with the so called GehmannModel (Mitschke and Wallentowitz (2004) ), simulating the frequency-depending damping behaviour of the tire. Forces between wheel and chassis mass constitute from a Coulomb friction force, a nonlinear spring characteristic including compression and rebound stop and the semiactive damper characteristic with degressive curve and asymmetry in rebound and compression 2 . The passive suspension is characterized by a natural chassis eigenfrequency of f c,p = T which reflects a realistic sensor configuration of modern automobiles equipped with mechatronic suspension systems. Dynamics of the semi-active damper are modelled with a first-order lag time constant of 1 ms for the valve current dynamics and 10 ms for the force generating dynamics of the damper. The hydraulic actuator's bandwidth is limited to 5 Hz (-3dB cutofffrequency). Resulting tracking errors of the low bandwidth actuator are added to the reference force of the damper in order to ease the effect of the actuator's bandwidth limitation (see Koch et al. (2010) ). Therefore dissipative control forces can be set with high bandwidth as long as they are within the damper's characteristics. As this internal control of both actuators realizes an almost free control force setting, for further considerations -on state space representation and equations of motion -the fully active quarter-car model ( fig. 2, left) with the control force u(t) = F (t) and the actual reference model configuration c c /d c is used for reduced complexity in the presentation, keeping in mind that non-dissipative force generation is limited to a bandwidth of 5 Hz.
Basic Controller
The basic controller is an adaptive reference model based controller. It emulates the dynamic behaviour of a passive suspension with damping and stiffness that are optimally tuned for the current driving state. Since the reference model is a passive suspension, passivity constraints on the suspension forces are induced. While a fully active control law could theoretically push the border even beyond, it is not favoured due to considerations of automobile constraints. The controller concept meets important requirements of automobile constraints (see Koch et al. (2010) ): it easily incorporates all nonlinearities in suspension and tire, the general dynamics of passive suspensions are kept and therefore parameterization of the controller is transparent and easy to use in series development, stability could be proofed analytically and is robust to parameter variations.
Another main advantage of the controller structure is that it directly depends only on measured signals, thus its performance and stability is not critically coupled with the quality of observed vehicle states. The reference model concept directly depends only on the measured suspension deflection and on the damper relative velocity, which is estimated from both acceleration signals and the suspension deflection signal using a filter-based approach. While the adaption logic further needs an estimation of the dynamic wheel load, which is also realized by a signal-based approach using both acceleration signals, as presented in Koch et al. (2010) .
The adaption logic determines the driving state by mapping the rms-values (over a time interval of a few seconds) and fast changes of the estimated dynamic wheel loadF dyn and the measured suspension deflection z cw to two scheduling parameters q f dyn and q susp . If their values equals zero a comfort-oriented passive suspensions with low chassis eigenfrequency f c,min = 0.7 and damping ratio D min = 0.18 is emulated by the controller. With incrementing q i the controller increases damping and stiffness of the reference model along the paretooptimal curves respecting the trade-off between comfort and safety and between comfort and suspension travel. The adaptation aims at realizing maximum ride comfort while keeping the limits F dyn rms ≤ 1 3 g(m c + m w ) and z cw rms ≤ 1 3 z cw,max with the suspension deflection limit z cw,max = 0.09 m. Reaction to fast changes is done by direct lookup combined with a delayed reduction of the rised parameter. The needed control force to track the dynamic behaviour of the reference model is calculated as the difference between actual passive suspension forces and desired reference force F cw (t) between chassis and wheel considering all mentioned nonlinearities (see Koch et al. (2010) and Koch et al. (2008a) ).
OPTIMAL CONTROL COMPONENT
Critical excitations
Beside the human frequency-dependent sensitivity to vibration exposure, described in ISO (1997) , the subjective ride (dis-)comfort is importantly influenced by single events with high peak values in chassis acceleration. This means suspension control should not only result in good rms-values for rough excitations but needs to concentrate on single, comfort critical excitations as well.
When driving on smooth roads the reference model based controller will adapt to low stiffness and damping configuration far lower than the compared passive configuration. The worst, but still realistic scenario for comfort issues is given by a single excitation provoking almost maximum suspension deflection for the passive case. The lowest eigenfrequency f c,min = 0.7 Hz of the reference model based controller corresponds to a significantly lower emulated spring stiffness c c,min = 9700 ≈ 0.4 · c c,pass N/m than the passive stiffness (c c,pass ≈ 24000). It is intuitive, that when catching the imminent hitting of the maximum suspension deflection, the adaptive controller needs to react by a hard stiffness and damping coefficient beyond the passive configuration to prevent the suspension from hitting the suspension travel limitation (|z cw | ≤ z cw,max = 0.09 m). In the controlled case the suspension absorbed less kinetic energy of body and wheel in the early stage as it hit the bump with a softer configuration than the passive system does. It accordingly needs to react harder to catch the remaining kinetic energy, thus generating a larger chassis acceleration. Figure 3 shows chassis acceleration and suspension travel of passive and controlled system when passing the cosinusoidal bump
.4 cm, length L = 2.3m and velocity v = 10m/s, generating an excitation frequency of 4.4 Hz, which is just at the beginning of the frequency range with the highest vibration sensitivity of the human body. The controlled suspension (Active) has a smoother and lower acceleration characteristic than the passive suspension (Passive) in the beginning, when it slowly "stiffens" the reference model. But then the controller needs to adapt to a very high stiffness to prevent the upcoming suspension limit violation, producing a higher acceleration peak than the end stop of the passive suspension does. 
Optimal control problem
To resolve the introduced problem at suspension critical excitations, an optimal control problem is formulated that uses the additional information of the relative velocity between chassis and wheel to act early enough with counteractuating smoothly against the propable suspension limit violation. The problem is defined by the constraint of satisfying suspension limits with a minimum of control force u(t) = F (t) at the actual stiffness/damping configuration
The basis of the following control scheme are the principles of Dynamic Programming (see Kirk (1970) or Bellman (1965) ). But this scheme can exactly only be applicated using additive cost functions. A cost function is called additive when the built optimal control problem satisfies the Principle of Optimality. With the optimal control-and state-trajectories u * (t) und x * (t), t ∈ [0, t e ], the Principle of Optimality means that each remaining trajectory u * (t), t ∈ [t 1 , t e ], 0 ≤ t 1 ≤ t e , of the optimal trajectory u * (t), t ∈ [0, t e ], must also be optimal with regard to the resulting state x * (t 1 ) for transfer to the final state g[x(t e ), t e ] = 0.
The cost function developed in the following is not additive, this means the presented method does not exactly resemble the application steps of Dynamic Programming. But analogously the obtained solutions will be transformed into a tabular control law, feedforwarding the optimal control force depending on the actual states.
To keep the dimension of the stated problem low, the quarter-car model is reduced to a single degree of freedom. The wheel is fixed at the road surface and only the dynamics between chassis and wheel are considered. This also means that for the optimal control component no information about the additional states of the quarter-car, e.g. no observer, is needed.
With the reduced state vector
the following optimal control problem is formulated:
Side condition
The end condition with arbitrary z cw andż cw = 0 represents the set of points at which the quarter-car stops the first time, thus the turning point of the oscillation where the maximum suspension deflection is reached. The inequality constraint |z cw | ≤ z cw,max represents the necessarity of staying within the suspension limits. The solution of the deployed control problem has to stop the suspension movement without, respectively before, the suspension deflection limit is violated.
The choice of the cost function J = max(|u(t)|) has (similiar to the reduced state vector) on the one hand an enormous impact on the dimension of the problem and on the other hand the optimal control should intervene as few as possible with the existing controller concept during normal operating: Classical energy-optimal measures use te t0 u 2 (t)dt for weighting the control variable (Kirk (1970) ) and it would also be supposable to weight the chassis acceleration signal as a measure for ride comfort ( te t0z 2 c (t)dt), but for that a discretization in time would be indispensable due to the integral measures. It is obvious from intution that the choice of J = max(|u(t)|) results in an optimal solution that is a constant control force over the whole time interval: First, at all times only a force contrary to the compression movement is reasonable, as a force in the same direction would increase the system's energy instead of dissipating it. Secondly, the integral of force over position is maximized for a certain cost function value if the maximal control force is applied over the whole compression movement and therefore time interval. The choice of J = te t0 u 2 (t)dt would result in a possible variation of u(t k ) in the entire control force interval defined by u(t k ) ∈ [−4000 : ∆F : 4000] (7) at every time step.
With J = max(|u(t)|) the problem instantly reduces, for every start vector x r (t 0 ) in state space, to the search for the minimal necessary constant force that avoids the violation of the suspension deflection limit. This problem can now be solved by using a root-finding algorithm with the simulation of the nonlinear quarter-car model. The minimal force is the one that, additional to the actual passive configuration of the reference model, leads exactly to the end vector x r (t e ) = [z cw,max 0]
T , thus barely avoids violating the side condition at fixed stiffness and damping ratio. If the suspension limits are already kept with no additional control force, this results in u(t) = 0 as cost function optimal force. For start vectors with uncritical combinations of suspension deflection and relative velocity no intervention of the optimal control component will take place during control operation.
Optimal control solution
The calculation time for finding the solutions depends on the number of decision stages N , the amount of grid points of the states a i and the amount of grid points of the actuating variable b i . Due to the applied reduction actions N = 1 and b i drops as a numerical root-finding algorithm (bisection method is used 3 ) can be applied. The used (unevenly spaced) discretization of the state space results for z cw,max = 9 in 2 i=1 a i = 714 points in state space where root-finding must be done. The required simulation runs for one point in state space take about τ ≈ 20 s. The solutions have to be found for the whole area of possible eigenfrequencies (spring stiffnesses) and damping ratios (damping coefficients) of the reference model (the passive configuration is in each case fixed and is set as stiffness and damping configuration of the nonlinear quarter-car model). The discretization f c ∈ [0.7 : 0.1 : 1.6] , D ∈ [0.2 : 0.1 : 0.7] (8) of the possible eigenfrequencies and damping ratios does generate additional a 3 = 10 and a 4 = 6 combination possibilities. The calculation effort can be estimated as
3 Problem is nonlinear but continuous and strictly monotonic. The obtained optimal solutions regarding (6) add up to the 4-dimensional tabular control law
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(10) Figure 4 shows the resulting two-dimensional matrix for a fixed passive reference (solutions for rebound are also plotted, even if not applied later). It is apparent that the respected nonlinear damper characteristics produce a significant effect on the solution in the form of kinks. When the state of the quarter-car reaches a point where F opt = 0 holds, the optimal control force is applied in addition to the regular control force of the basic controller. 
Fig. 5. Simulation results of chassis acceleration, suspension deflection and optimal control force (F opt ) for bump excitation. Best result for the controlled quarter-car with optimal control component (Active + Optimal Control).
violation of the suspension limits is foreseeable but suspension deflection is still small. The optimal control force F opt up to 1600 N is set far before full deflection is reached (t ≈ 0.1 s), this leads to a deflection reduction from 9 to 8.7 cm and simultaneously to a reduction of the maximum acceleration from 17.0 m/s 2 to 10.9 m/s 2 , hence significantly below the passive peak value of 13.2 m/s 2 . Instead of reacting to a critical suspension deflection the controller now acts at an early stage and eases the situation of critical suspension deflection by smooth control action. Only the case of compression movement is analyzed, as a complete rebound of the suspension usually is uncritical, because only the impulse of the movement of the unsprung mass has to be absorbed in this case. This can be done easily with a conservative rebound stop without the occurence of high chassis acceleration peaks.
DISTURBANCE COMPENSATION
Feedforward Filter
The optimum for ride comfort would be a full decoupling of chassis and wheel, thus c c (t)/d c (t) → 0. This could be achieved with the presented controller concept, provided that suspension limits are kept and arising wheel load deviations are not of interest. The choice of the lower boundaries for f c /D are therefore just a matter of the wheel load and suspension deflection constraints. A comparable extreme orientation towards minimal wheel load deviations would not be possible, even if arbitrary chassis accelerations are tolerated, dynamic wheel load deviations cannot be fully suppressed. The dynamic wheel loads canby passive reference models -not be improved beyond the wheel load optimal point of the pareto front (compare fig.  1 ). From the equation of motion of the wheel for a fully active quarter-car ( fig. 2, left )
, emerges, with the unrestricted force
between chassis and wheel, the simplified equation of motion m wzw = −c w (z w − z g ) − F cw (t) . Inserting the desired term for disappearing wheel load deviations
(11) results in the wheel load freed equation of motion of the wheel
For satisfying (11) furthermore z w − z g = 0 z w = z g must be held. As only wheel acceleration can be influenced directly,z
must be reached and therefore according to Mitschke and Wallentowitz (2004) the wheel load optimal force F z (t) results from (12) and (13) in
For chassis acceleration this results in
respectively the amplification function
Regarding the amplification function (16) for the chassis acceleration in figure 6 (DFF, black line) arising from a disturbance compensation with (14), it can be seen that for low frequencies the wheel load optimal disturbance compensation actually also leads to a reduction of chassis acceleration compared to the passive system. A low frequency disturbance feedforward filtering of the road acceleration with 5 Hz cut-off frequency would lead to an improvement of ride comfort as well as to an improvement of ride safety, as it results in an amplification that lies below the passive amplification function for the whole frequency range. A cut-off frequency of 12.5 Hz represents a trade-off between dynamic wheel load reduction up to the wheel hop frequency and a moderate deterioration of comfort for high frequency excitations and will be analyzed as well, even if it can only be partially realized by the hybrid suspension system (see section 2.1). 
Disturbance measurement / Technical constraints
The presented disturbance compensation requires informations about the vertical acceleration of the road, but it is intended not to sample the road surface in front of but underneath the vehicle, in sufficient distance ahead of the tire contact surface. The signal can be gained by derivation of the measured distance between chassis and road. Even commercial optical devices achieve an accuracy of ±1 mm for the discussed distances of some decimeters. The amplificated noise due to derivation can be handled, as a lowpass filtering of 5 Hz is part of the disturbance compensation. A problem of conventional "pre-view" in front of the car (e.g. Streiter (2008) ) is the estimation of chassis velocity and position in order to remove the chassis movement from the measurement and calculate the correct road characteristic. Moreover these methods are blind for road behaviour after roadtops due to their shallow beam angle. The second problem is cleared when scanning the road in a 90 degree angle underneath the vehicle. The first problem concerning the estimation can be omitted, because neither velocity nor road position is needed for the presented disturbance compensation. A measurement of the acceleration at the sensor device is sufficient to subtract the measured chassis acceleration from the derivated sensor signal. Occuring errors of the measurement, e.g. by soft obstacles, are compensated by the reference model based controller without any problems, at most leading to few discomfort.
A first-order Butterworth-filtering has a phase delay of 45 degrees at cut-off frequency. A phase delay free filtered signal can be assumed for the disturbance compensation, as the realization of the needed road acceleration measurement with sufficient time for essential filtering is technically possible.
Simulation results
First implementation attempts of the disturbance feedforward filtering did not produce satisfying results as the expected improvement in ride safety were gained at the expense of a decrease in ride comfort. The discomfort was a result of the occuring high suspension deflection, that led to adaption to hard stiffness and damping configurations for the reference model to avoid hitting the suspension limits. A simple weighting of the wheel load optimal force
dependent on the actual relative suspension deflection zcw zcw,max reduces the occuring high suspension deflections and leads to the anticipated additional ride comfort improvements. Table 4 .3 compares the performance of the passive quartercar to the controlled suspension without and with disturbance compensation. The simulated excitation is the measured road profile of a rough country road at a velocity of 80 km/h. Since the excitation with this road profile leads to high wheel load deviations, the basic controller (A) concentrates on reducing dynamic wheel load rmsand peak-values and therefore cannot improve the average ride comfort compared to the passive suspension (P) as the comparison of the frequency-weighted (acc. to ISO (1997)) chassis acceleration rms-value z c,comf rms shows (+2.1 %). By adapting stiffness and damping of the reference model the controller achieves a reduction of the dynamic wheel load in the rms-value F dyn rms (-14 %) and the maximum value max F dyn (-27 %), the occuring wheel lift-off (F dyn = −5562) can however not be prevented at all times (lift-off times are still reduced by 78 %). The adaption logic of the controller also leads to less usage of suspension deflection and prevents reaching the suspension limits as the passive suspension does. Adding the disturbance compensation with 5 Hz filtering (Az5) can reduce the dynamic wheel loads further by 6 percentage points (pp) in rms and 4 pp in the max value linked with a higher utilization of suspension deflection. In addition to this rise in ride safety the comfort is improved by 9.4 % for the rms-value of chassis accleration and additional 6 pp for the maximum value. The feedforward filtering with 12.5 Hz leads to an extra improve in ride safety of 17 pp in rms and max-value compared to the basic controller without disturbance compensation. It is the only controller that can completely prevent wheel lift-off with a gap of 390 N. The uncritical dynamic wheel load allows the basic controller to emulate softer, more comfortable reference models so that the acceleration's rms-value can be kept low, only the maximum acceleration is slightly higher than with 5 Hz.
STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS
In Koch et al. (2010) stability for the basic controller is proofed analytically by ensuring that the system's energy (used as Lyapunov function) will not be increased due to switching sequences of the reference model configurations. 
of the system can be formulated for time varying stiffness and damping aṡ
The optimal control component extends the derivation tȯ V (x, t) = −d c (t)(x 2 − x 4 ) 2 + 1 2ċ c (t)x 2 1 + F opt (t)(x 2 − x 4 ) (20) with the dissipative term F opt (t)(x 2 − x 4 ) ≤ 0 (compare Section 3.3), this does only result in more robust stability of the controlled system.
The disturbance compensation is realized by a feedforward filter with stable transfer function (lowpass) and does not effect the bibo-stability of the system, as with the bounded and continuous road profile, the road acceleration stays bounded and the feedforward filter produces bounded control forces only. With neglected disturbance input the analytical Ljapunov stability proof remains unaffected.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper two extensions for an existing suspension controller are discussed. By an optimal control component, ride comfort can be improved when passing suspension critical excitations. The applied tabular control law consists of the offline obtained solutions for the formulated optimal control problem. An additional disturbance compensation by a feedforward filter is presented, that uses sensor information about the road profile to significantly improve ride safety while additionally improving ride comfort.
The validation of the presented results at a quarter-car test rig is in work at the authors' institute. The presented extensions are additional control structures enhancing suspension control and are supposed to be combinable with other control laws (e.g. skyhook) or suspension configurations as well. Therefore the application to a semi-active suspension configuration in combination with semi-active control laws seems reasonable to avoid bump stop hitting and will be further analyzed.
For the disturbance compensation the achievable signal quality of the road profile measurement has to be investigated and a validation of the feedforward concept with the reached signal quality at the test-rig has to be done for the hybrid suspension, as with a semi-active suspension, since the concept revealed potential for both configurations.
